Former Federal Preferences
Some of the former federal preferences are discussed below to help guide those who are considering
the range of local preferences that may be adopted, to assist with targeting federal housing to those most
in need, and to help PHAs that are implementing local preferences that are identical or similar to the
former federal preferences. Where appropriate, the discussion is updated to include current federal
policies, such as providing a preference for victims of domestic violence. When Congress enacted the
former federal preferences, HUD delayed implementation and numerous cases were brought to require
implementation.1
Preferences for Persons Involuntarily Displaced

Under the former federal preferences, the term involuntary displacement was broadly defined to
include displacement due to disaster, government action, action of the housing owner (excluding rent
increases), and domestic violence. It also extended to displacement caused by efforts to avoid reprisals
and hate crimes, by inaccessibility of the unit, and HUD disposition of multifamily developments.2
An applicant was considered to be involuntarily displaced if, after initial displacement she was not
living in standard permanent replacement housing or if she would be involuntarily displaced within the
next six months.3 Standard permanent replacement housing was defined as decent, safe and sanitary
housing that was large enough for the entire household. Because of this requirement, families that had
secured housing that was not large enough to enable them to reunify with family members temporarily
placed elsewhere could still claim preference. This provision was very important to families who, for
example, were “doubled up” and not technically homeless (in the sense of being on the street or in a
shelter). It was also important for victims of domestic violence who experienced abuse.
Displacement Because of Domestic Violence. Displacement due to domestic violence was considered
a form of involuntary displacement. The prior regulations defined domestic violence as “actual or
threatened physical violence directed against one or more members of the applicant family by a spouse or
other member of the applicant’s household.”4 While this definition has deficiencies that are noted below,
the regulations provided that the preference applied until the victim obtained standard, permanent
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There was a long delay between when the federal preferences were initially enacted, 1979, and the final 1988 regulations.
During that period, numerous lawsuits were brought seeking to implement the preference regulations on an individual or a class
basis. See, e.g., Drake v. Pierce, 691 F. Supp. 264 (W.D. Wash. 1988), 22 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 401 (No. 43,528, Aug./Sept.
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who engages in domestic violence; if the applicant was still in the housing unit, the PHA would have to determine that the
domestic violence occurred recently or was of a continuing nature. See former 24 C.F.R. § 5.420(b)(4)(i), (iii)(A) (1997). The
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replacement housing. In addition, the definition recognized that the abuse could be directed at any family
member. Both of these concepts should be incorporated into any preference for victims of domestic
violence that are being considered locally.
Although the federal preferences have been eliminated, Congress continues to recognize the critical
situation of victims of domestic violence. It has urged PHAs to consider a preference for such victims
and to protect them from discrimination based upon their victimization.5 Current federal regulations urge
PHAs administering Public Housing and Vouchers and project-based Section 8 owners to adopt such a
preference.6 Advocates can urge PHAs to adopt such a preference in the PHA plan process.7
While HUD regulations no longer define the term domestic violence, other federal agency regulations
define it to include physical and psychological violence and an overall pattern of violence.8 The abuse
may be perpetrated by non-family members and upon any member of the family.9
State laws have also defined domestic violence.10 These definitions should be referred to and used
when appropriate to avoid confusion and to assure that remedies for a victim are not hampered by
inconsistent definitions.11
PHAs should also be encouraged to accept a broad range of evidence as proof of domestic violence.
The dynamics of domestic violence often make it difficult for victims to provide specific forms of proof.
A declaration by the victim may be the only, as well as the most reliable, form of documentation. At a
minimum, what was formerly required by the federal preference regulations should suffice.12
The failure of PHAs and owners to address the ramifications of domestic violence may subject them
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to liability under the Fair Housing Act.13
Victims of violence, reprisals or hate crimes. There continues to be federal statutory support for a
local preference for persons who are witnesses to crimes and facing retaliation, victims of hate crimes and
victims of violent crimes.14 While the statutory language is limited to providing Public Housing residents
who are victims of violence a preference for the Voucher Program, such a preference, if adopted locally,
does not need to be so limited. For both Public Housing and the Voucher program, HUD recognizes the
possible breadth of the preference by listing it as a possible local preference for both programs in the PHA
Plans template.15
Displacement by inaccessibility. The former regulations defined involuntary displacement to include
applicants residing in inaccessible units. A family qualified for this preference if a member of the family
had a mobility or other impairment that made the person unable to use critical elements of the unit and the
owner was not legally obligated to make the changes. This preference was used very successfully to give
an admission priority to persons with disabilities who needed accessible units. Clearly, that need
continues to exist today and PHAs and owners should be urged to adopt a preference to accommodate it.
Substandard Housing (Including Homelessness)

Applicants for Public Housing and all types of Section 8 assistance were also entitled to a federal
preference if they resided in substandard housing.16 HUD defined “substandard” to mean housing which
was dilapidated, without operable indoor plumbing or a usable flush toilet or bathtub inside the unit for
the family’s exclusive use, without electricity or with inadequate or unsafe electrical service, without a
safe or adequate source of heat, and should but does not have a kitchen, or has otherwise been declared
unfit for habitation by the government.17
The former regulations defined an applicant who is homeless to include a person living in substandard
housing.18 When adopting a local preference for homeless persons, consideration should be given to the
McKinney Homeless Assistance Act definition of a “homeless” person.19 It recognizes that an individual
may be homeless if he or she lacks a fixed residence, an adequate residence, or has a primary residence in
a shelter or other private or public temporary accommodation not ordinarily used for human habitation.
Any definition of “homeless” should also recognize that residents of transitional housing are also
considered as homeless.20 In addition, the term should include those families who are threatened with or
likely to become homeless.21
Advocates should remember that PHA plans are required to be consistent with the local Consolidated
Plan (ConPlan). The local jurisdiction is required to include in the ConPlan a description of the homeless
problem and the local plan to assist homeless families make the transition to permanent housing.22
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Advocates and PHAs should work with local jurisdictions to develop a meaningful ConPlan that
effectively lays the groundwork for or compliments the PHA plan.23
There are certain housing programs, such as the Shelter Plus Care and McKinney Act Section 8
Moderate Rehabilitation Single Room Occupancy (SRO), for which homeless is not merely a preference,
but a mandatory eligibility criterion.24
Rent Overburden

Formerly, an applicant was entitled to a federal preference if he or she paid more than 50 percent of
family income for rent.25 Rent was defined to include utilities that were purchased from the utility
provider by the tenant. Family income was defined as adjusted family income in accordance with the
applicable federal regulations. To qualify for the preference, the applicant was required to show that she
was obligated to pay the rent for at least 90 days but did not have to demonstrate that the rent was in fact
paid.
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PHAs and owners have access to information and can determine whether their admission practices have an impact upon the
local homeless problem. The HUD family report, HUD form 50058, collects information on each new admission and asks if the
family was formerly homeless. HUD Form 50058, supra note Error! Bookmark not defined., ¶ 4c. (question asks if applicant
was homeless at admission, but since instructions do not define the term, the data generated may not be uniform). This
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for homeless families.
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